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The free energy of classical two-dimensional solids with repulsive inverse-power interactions is
obtained from a recently introduced perturbation theory. We obtain very accurate results for the
thermodynamics of the solid phase as compared to the available simulation data.

In recent years, the generalized effective liquid approximation (GELA) has been applied with considerable success to the freezing of hard spheres and hard
disks. 2 When applied to soft interactions the GELA fails
and perturbation schemes have been developed to determine the thermodynamics
of the solid phase. For
three-dimensional
solids, a simple perturbation theory
around a hard-sphere crystal has been recently applied
with good results to the freezing of soft spheres and
Yukawa systems.
The theory, which is similar to the
perturbation expansion currently used in simple Huids,
yields the &ee energy of the soft-sphere crystal and reof the hard-sphere
quires as input the thermodynamics
crystal. The aim of this report is to check the applicability of this perturbation theory to the study of classical
two-dimensional (2D) solids with repulsive inverse-power
interactions. We show that a slight modi6cation of the
perturbation theory gives very accurate solid free energies for repulsive soft disks. From the free energy of the
2D solid so obtained we then determine the Quid-solid
coexistence by using the available simulation results for
the fluid phase free energy.
We therefore consider particles of a classical 2D solid
interacting with an inverse-power pair potential V(r) =
Vo(r) + W(r) which has been split into a steep shortranged reference part Vo(r) and a weak long-ranged perturbation W(r). Following Kang et at. 4 we introduce a
density-dependent
potential splitting which shrinks the
range of the reference potential to the nearest-neighbor
distance of the triangular lattice (, i.e. , Vo(r) =
r) [V(r) —V(() —(r —()V'(()], with 8(( —r) the Heaviside step function, ( = (2/v 3p) ~, and p the average
denote the free energy per particle
solid density. Let
of the solid phase. After Lutsko and Baus, by expandaround the free energy per particle of the reference
ing
system fo we find
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with P the inverse temperature.
As it stands, Eq. (1)
only involves a lattice sum for the weak long-ranged part
of the pair potential, W(r), and the free energy of the
hard-disk solid. For the latter we use the results for the
2D solid obtained from the differential formulation of the
GELA (Ref. 2) which are given in Table I. To test the
results for the reference hard-disk solid we gather in Table II the fluid-solid coexistence data obtained &om the
GELA compared to the simulation results. As explained
elsewhere, the quality of the theoretical Quid-solid coexistence data is strongly influenced by the quality of the
equation of state of the fiuid phase, which has been determined here using the simulation data of Erpenbeck and
Luban and Zollweg and Chester. It is seen that, while
the solid density at coexistence is similar to the result
of Zollweg and Chester, the fiuid density at coexistence
and the tie-line pressure agree with the older molecular dynamics (MD) results of Alder and Wainwright.
The fractional density change (2.8%) is smaller than the
results of Lee and Strandburgs (4.4%) and Hoover and
Ree (3.6%), but the transition is not so weakly first
order as the one found by Zollweg and Chester (1.9%).
From Table I it can be easily found that the pressure
of the solid phase obtained &om the GELA is understi0.9,
mated with respect to the simulations at pro
whereas it is overestimated at higher densities.

TABLE I. Free energy per particle PHD(rt), as obtajned
from the GELA (Ref. 2), for the triangular hard-disk solid as
a function of the packing fraction rl = rrpa /4, with p the density and cr the hard-disk diameter. The free energy per particle in Eq. {1)is given by pfHD(rl) = ppHD(rt)+21 (n/Ao') —1,
A being the thermal de Broglie wavelength.
vl

where fo has been further approximated by the free energy per particle of a reference hard-disk solid fHD(rI).
In Eq. (1) q = rrpd2/4 is the packing fraction, r~ is the
distance of the jth lattice site to the site at the origin,
the sum in Eq. (1) running over the Bravais vectors of
the triangular lattice, and d is the Barker-Henderson di-

ameter
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TABLE II. Solid-Huid coexistence data for hard disks as
computed from the GELA and compared to the simulation
results. Here pF and ps denote the coexisting densities of
the Quid and solid phases, o is the hard-disk diameter, and
PP/pop the dimensionless pressure at coexistence, with pop
the close-packing density and P the inverse temperature.
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d results from imposIn Eq. (1), the restriction r~
ing a correlation hole for particles at relative separations
less than the Barker-Henderson diameter. For the tri= rq), W(r~) = V(r~) (j & 1)
angular lattice (d
and the sum in Eq. (1) reduces to the potential energy
per particle of the lattice, which can be determined by
Ewald summations. We have found that the solid free energies obtained in this way underestimate the simulation
results, the small free-energy differences encountered between theory and simulation having a large efFect on the
location of the solid-Quid coexistence. To understand this
systematic behavior we note that; the main approximation used to derive Eq. (1) is the replacement of the solid
pair correlation function by the step function O(r~ —d). s
This approximation, which ignores the solid structure,
yields the result that all the lattice shells are on equal
footing in Eq. (1) in spite of the strong correlations at
short distances, the most important contribution corresponding to the first nearest-neighbor shell. In view of
the extremely simple form of Eq. (1) and of the scarce
information about the solid pair distribution function,
to the simulation rewe here propose (to approximate
sults) to maintain the step function structure of Lutsko
and Bauss but to shift the range of the reference potential to a distance (' between the first and second nearestA
neighbor shells, i.e. , (' = A( with 1
~3. This
approximation yields W(rq) = V(Arq)+rq(1 —A)V'(Arq)
and W(rz) = V(r~) (j & 2), the first shell giving a different contribution to the lattice sum [Eq. (1)] than the
remaining shells. For repulsive inverse-power potentials,
the shift of the break point potential lowers the firstshell contribution in Eq. (1) with respect to the original range, while the hard-disk contribution fHD(g) increases due to the increase of the Barker-Henderson diameter [Eq. (2)]. As fHD(g) increases faster than W(rq)
draws nearer the simulation result by indecreases,
creasing A. We have found that a very small shift, i.e. ,
(2/~3)~/s
1.018, gives very accurate solid free
energies for repulsive inverse-power interactions in the
diH'trent density regions of interest. We will henceforth
consider A = (2/~3)~/ as an empirical input in the theory and study its implications.
We 6rst consider two short-ranged inverse-power po-
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FIG. 1. Compressibility factor Z = PP/p of the inverse
twelfth-power
potential (continuous line) and the inverse
sixth-power potential (medium-dashed
line) vs the temperature-scaled density p' = (Pe) ~"po and compared with the
MD simulations of Broughton et al. (Ref. 11) (solid dots) and
the MC simulations of Allen et al. (Ref. 12) (open squares).
Compressibility factor of the OCP (short-dashed line) vs the
coupling parameter I' = P(mp) ~ e (in the plot —Z/4 vs
I /100) and compared with the MC simulations of Gann et al.
(Ref. 13) (solid triangles).
tentials V(r) = e(o/r)" (n = 12, 6), with e and o fixing
the energy and length scales, respectively. For both systerns the thermodynamic properties may be expressed in
terms of a temperature-scaled
density p* = (Pe) /"po2.
In Fig. 1 we plot the compressibility factor of the solid
phase Z = PP/p, P being the pressure, versus p* for n =
12 and n = 6 as computed from Eq. (1) and compared
to the MD results of Broughton et al. and the Monte
Carlo (MC) data of Allen et al. ~2 For the one-component
plasma (OCP) of ions of charge e, V(r) = e~/r, the system has to be stabilized by a continuous background.
The thermodynamic quantities depend in this case on
the coupling parameter I' = P(mp)~/2e2. In Fig. 1 we
also show the compressibility factor of the OCP versus
I' as computed f'rom Eq. (1) together with the MC data
of Gann et al. Notice that our theoretical predictions
compare extremely well to the simulations in all the three
cases, their accuracy being apparent in Table III, where
the solid free energy and the compressibility factor are
compared with the simulation data for the two extreme
cases n = 12, and n = 1.

TABLE III. Excess free energy per particle f, „and compressibility factor Z of the classical 2D solid interacting by
a repulsive inverse-power potential (n = 12 and n = 1) compared with the simulation results taken from Broughton et al.
(Ref. 11) and Gann et al. (Ref. 13) (in parentheses).
n

= 12

p

Pf.

1.001
1.175
1.280

5.35 (5.35)
8.29 (8.29)
11.05 (11.01)

130
190
300

-139.41 (-139.37)

r

Pf-

-205.34 (-205.34)
-326.47 (-326.54)

Z
13.93 (13.99)
26.86 (26.62)
40.68 (40.20)
Z
-70.31 (-70.37)
-103.49 (-103.56)
-164.32 (-164.40)
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TABLE IV. Solid-Quid coexistence data for a classical 2D solid interacting by an inverse
twelfth-(sixth-) power potential compared to the simulation results (in parentheses) of Broughton
et al. (Ref. 11) and Allen et al. (Ref. 12). Here pz and ps denote the scaled density-temperature
variable of the fluid and solid phases, P* = (Pe) ~"+ (Po /e) is the dimensionless pressure at
coexistence, and As is the entropy change per particle at coexistence in units of k&.
12
6

pp.

Ps

P

As

0.986 (0.991)
1.506 (1.508)

1.007 (1.011)
1.519 (1.519)

14.33 (14.64)
39.27 (39.15)

0.35 (0.34)
0.30 (0.25)

We have also located the solid-liquid transitions using
our theoretical results for the solid phase and the simulation data for the fluid phase. For the inverse twelfthpower potential we have used the eighth-order polynomials of Broughton et al, . to fit the pressure and the
chemical potential of the fluid phase in terms of the
scaled density-temperature
variable p" [Eqs. (4. 1) and
(4.3) in Ref. 11]. For the inverse sixth-power potential
we have fitted the reduced excess internal energy of Allen
et at. z (see Table I and Fig. 4 in Ref. 12) in the lowp* region (up to p' = 1.4302, i.e. , without considering
the supercooled fiuid configurations) with a sixth-order
polynomial in p*. The free energy of the fluid phase has
been determined by adding the static lattice contribution and the ideal gas term to the excess part which has
been obtained from the excess internal energy by analytical integration. Finally, the excess free energy of the
fluid phase has been determined for the OCP by a fit
(fourth-order polynomial) in I' of the simulation results
of Gann et ut. for coupling parameters 50 I' & 120
(see Table II in Ref. 13). In Table IV we show the coexisting Quid and solid densities, the pressure at coexistence,
and the entropy change per particle for the inverse-power
potentials n = 12 and n = 6 obtained from our theoretical calculations and compared to the simulation results.
In both cases a fair agreement is found, the quality of
the theoretical fluid-solid coexistence results being fairly
sensitive to the fit used for the fluid phase. We separately consider the OCP fluid-solid transition. In a firstprinciples study Weeks,
using the scaling property for
inverse-power-law potentials and the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, found no density change on melting for long-
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ranged forces in a uniform neutralizing background. The
transition is therefore determined by the crossing of the
solid and fluid free energies. Our theoretical calculations
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yield I' = 95 6 2, I' = 118—130, and I' = 125 + 15.
Systematic studies of size dependence and much longer
runs are necessary to understand these large discrepan-
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cies.
To sum up, we have applied a very simple hard-disk
perturbation theory to the study of classical 2D solids
with repulsive inverse-power interactions. Our estimates
for the free energy of the solid phase are in good agreement compared to the simulation results for different
inverse-power interactions. The solid-fluid transition is
accurately described for short-ranged potentials, the major differences with respect to the simulations being found
for the OCP.
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